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ABSTRACT 

Carbon particulate volume fraction profiles and approximate particle 
size distric-utior.:; are measured in a free 151m: ,"tar combusting boundary laye~' 
for several liqui 1 hydrocarbon fuels and I'l.!;.1A (polymethylmethacrylate). A 
multiwavelength laser transmission technique determines a most probable 
particle radius and a total particle concentration, which are the two un
known parameters in an assumed Gauss size distribution. In the combusting 
boundary layer, asootin~region exists between the pyrolyzing fuel surface 

and the flame. The liquid fuel soot volume fractions range from f ~ 10-7 
v 

for n-heptane, a paraffin, to f ' ~ 10-5 for toluene, an aromatic. The P~WA v 
soot volume fractions, f ~ 5 x 10-7, are approximately the same as the 

v 
values previously reported for pool fires. ,The soot volume fractions 
slightly with downstream distance, ,.,hile the standoff distance o'f the 
mum in the f profile appears to approach the converging streamline. v ' _ 

increase 
maxi
Con-

vection of carbon particles broadens the soot region downstream. For' all 
fUels tested, a most probable radius between 20 nm and 50 nm is obtained 
which 'varies only slightly with distance both down,stream or normal to the 
fuel surface. ' 
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Table 1. S=ary of fuel properties, saople geonetries and pea.1t soot volu.r::e fractions and size dist:-i":>utions 

Fuel Ba a D a Sample Wave- (I/Io)i (I/Io)j f x 106 N x 10-9 r r p c Width length v max 0 
(cm) i_jb 

(om) (cm-3) 
pair, 

Licuids 

Toluene ~.5 0.09 Cl6 3 1-4 0.0043 C.028 10 44 6.3 
(C1 Ha) 3 2-4 0.0012 0.0096 13 45 7.2 

Cyc10hexene 5.9 0.08 36 7 1-4 0.039 0.17 2.1 32 3.5 
(C6 H

10
) 1 2-4 0.10 0.25 1.9 31 3.5 

Iso-octane 6.3 0.08 28 3 1-4 0.52 0.69 1.0 36 1.2 
(CS H

18
) 1 1-4 0.21 0.46 1.3 25 4.5 

15. 1-4 0.063 0.24 1.1 21 3.0 
15 2-4 0.088 0.23 1.0 31 1.8 
15 3-4 0.11 6.23 1.1 21 3.0 

Cyclohexane 6.1 0.08 31 1 1-4 0.31 0.58 0.10 33 1.1 
(C6 H

12
) 15 1-4 0.15 0.35 0.61 32 1.1 

n-Heptane 5.6 0.08 29 1 1-4 0.54 0.13 0.43 28, 1.0 
(C

7 
H16 ) 15 1-4 0.21 0.51 0.49 21 1.3 

15 2-4 .0.39 0.55 0.36 35 0.46 

~ 

Po1Y1l!ethy1- 1.5 0.22 5.1 16 1-4 0.38 0.63 0.39 23 . 1.7 
!:lethacrylate. 
(C5 H8 02)n 

a Calculated from properties listed in Perry (25), Obert (26), and Varaftik (21) for all liquid fuels and 
froc properties listed in Tevarson (28,29) for Pl-!11A. 

b i refers to Ai as listed in the caption of Fig. 4. 

Ih"TRODUC'I'ION 

In cost building fires thermal radiation is the 
do:ninant r.odeof heat transfer. Carbon p.articles 
'll'ithin the fla.~e are responsible fer ~?st of this 
erdtted radiation a~d hence varrant quantification. 
Since a small, burning, vertical vall provides a tvo 
di!:lensio:1al co:::busting boundar,r 1a:rer, which has been 
pre'liousl:r modeled (1- 3), this fire is chosen for 
study. The'vol~~e fractions and size distributions of 
the soot particulate are dete~ined using a cultivave
length laser trans;::ission techniqt:e (4-8). In a 
steady, 1 a,:!inar , co!::busting bou."ldary layer a pyrolysis 
zone separates a fl~e zone fron the fuel surface as 
sho~~ in Fig. 1. A layer on the fuel rich side of the 
blue flame zone is yellov, vhich indicates the presence 
of carben p:l:-ticles. The ... idth of the )'("llm; r,0"t 
layer increases .lith heiGht. These ::leasurements deter
nine the soot vol~e fraction at different locations 
'~thin the cor-busting layer for five liquid hydro
carbon fuels and one solid fuel as listed in Table 1. 

:·;inchin (9) and Clarke, Hu."lter, and Go.rner (10) 
did early studies of the effect of fuel type on-Soot 
fo~ation in l~inar diffusion flarees. They increased 
the hei6ht of a fla~e on a z~all, circular burner by 
increasing the fuel flo ... rate until thefla.~e enitted 
soot at its tip. This heieht is call1ed the smoke 
heigh':. or smoke point. For comparing different fuel!:, 
a,~over smc~e point indicates a Gre~ter a~O~"lt of soot 
fOl'~;'!tion. F:<.:ccntly, Glc.sc.!:;:l.n and Y~c,:n~'i ;:0 (11) 
rr;"~I::1Jr··'.! :~.f"1')}:I~ 1'r)1 n~~;. 1:0 ;,':l()w t.he irr:r~lrt.D.nCp. of fl:l:'!".c 
t<:'''i'l:l'l1l'lr", ill ucl,llLion to fuel :::Lru(;Lurc. The results 

I 

FUEL 

BOONOARV' 
LAYER EDGE 

/[.j"--+-FLAME ZONE 

AMBIENT AIR 

.. , 

Fi r._ 1 Schc!'!'tnt.'ic din.g!"~~ o{ n ste:!cy, t,\!O dixc::::.!.oD:ll, 
fr~e :!'lo~ .... , l.::.r:li IP.Lr, CO;;lbu~t i ni-::., bOU:~G":lI:-~ lc.)'ct' on 0. 

vertical pyrolyzing fuel slab. 

f' 

(. 
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of the Fresent experiment quanti~J the eff~ct of fuel 
type on the acount of soot produced by hydrocarbon 
fuels. These results also pro'ride experi:r:ental bases 
for soot forr.etion and destruction modeling by giving, 
detaiied profiles of soot volume fractions within a 
well characterizedbcundary layer. 

Using a modified Schtridt r'-:ethod technio.ue. 
Markstein (12) detern:.ined abso~tion-e!:lission coeffi" 
cients and volume ,fraction of s')ot in pool fires . 

MPagni and Bard (,!:.-,§) :neasured t'le volune fraction of 
~ {soot and particulate size distributions in pool fires. 

Jagoda. Prado. and :ahaye (13) measured local soot 
~oncentrations by probe and laser light scattering and 

\~bsorption techniques in a candle-like diffusion flane. 
With these previous measurements, the results of the 
'present study p~ovide a comparison between soot volume 
fractions in a pool fire and a l~ee flow boundary layer 
with the same fuel. Related experi:r.entsfor gaseous 
fuels have been reported by Kent. Jander. and Wagner 
(14). end Haynes. Jander. and Wasner (15.16). 
- Sibulkin. Kulkarni. and Anna::alai\17T. Liu and 

Shih (18) and Kinoshita and Pagni (19) recently in
cluded:radiation in models of a lacinar corr-busting 
boundary layer. These models require a knowledge of 
the soot volune fraction within the layer. which is 
provided by the present study. 

EXTINCTION ANALYSIS 

The multiwavelength laser transmission technique 
is based On an extinction analysis. the details of 

,vhich are' descri'!:-ed else .... here, (,!:.-~), so only a brief 
outline of the analysis and assumptions is given here. 
The transmitted intensity. I. of a l:lono'chromatic bea.:n 
through a polydisperse aerosol is related to the 
initial intensity. Io by 

where L is the beac pathlength. The aerosol spectral 
extinction coefficient. T, is given by 

T(A,m,r) = 'r: N(r) Q(A,m.r) ~r2dr (2) 

where Q is the particle extinction efficiency from the 
Mie scattering theory (20) for spherical particles. 
Calculation of the spectral extinction coefficient 
requires knowledge of the optiCal proFerties of soot. 
m = n(l-ik). and the size distribution. N(r). The 
values of the optical properties used here were de
rived'by Lee and Tien (21) partly based on data ob
tained by Bard and Pagn~(5). 'A Gauss size distribu-
tion with a/r = 1/2. -

~ 
I 

m 

N(r)/N = (27 r 3/2 r 4 ) exp (-3 r/r ) 
o max max 

\,:~s as'sumed, where r 1"s the most probable radius, 
I:lB.X 

and No is the total particle concentration. The 

volume fraction of soot is defined by' 

(4) 

.... hich. with eQuation (3). gives, 

3 

~leasurelllents are made of the ratio of the transIti t ted 
and initial intensities. I/I • at t .... o different .... ave-

, 0 

lengths, su~eri~posed over the sace patr~ength. L. 
Substituting '~!1ese measured values into equation (1) 
gives two in:iependent values of T. one at each wave
lent;th. -TheE-e two T values give two inde::er.dent (Q":.9.
tions (2) to deter'...ine the two Wlknovns in the size 
distribution. Nand r (4.5); The volUl:le fraction 

o max --
of soot is simply obtained from equation (5). 

Since soot particles may aglomerate in flc .... s with 
long time scales. Lee and Tien (22 ) studied the effects 
of particle shape on~~e radiative-characteristics of 
a medium. From their calculations. considering 
spherical and cylindrical part~cles as li=dting cases. 
particle shape is important in the far infrared region. 
For the visible wavelengths of these transolssion 
measurements and the near infrared region of most 
flace radiation. calculations based on spherical parti
cles give satisfactory results. 

EXPERD~UTAL METHOD 

The experimental setup. which is shown in Fig. 2. 
is similar to that described by Eard and Pagni (,!:.-~). 
Tvo lasers are used: a Spectra-Physics Argon Ion 

XBL813' 5398 

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of apparatus for simultaneous 
multiwavelength laser transmission I!leasure~ents. 
LAi • LAJ , - Laser at Ai ,or Aj 

M '- J.1irror 
B ,Beamsplitter 
P ,. Prism 
FLl - Focusing 
FL2 Focusing 
FL3 Focusing 
FL4 Focusing 
F Bandpass 

- Detector 

lens #1 (f = 550 mm) 
lens #2 (f = 250 ~) 
lens #3 (f 200 mm) 
lens #4 (f 78 mm) 
filter (bandwidth = 30 A) 
for transmitted intensity DTAi ,. DTAj 

D~Ai' DR>.j l"c:'ccto!" for reference i ::~ensi ty 

OS -' Output signal to ~~11fier and computer 
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t:.u;r,":lle laser r._odel 165, operG.1;ir!G at either 
A = 0.4579 ~m, C.4850 ~n, or 0.5145 ~~, and a Spectra
Physics Helium !leon laser model 125, ecit-.;ing at 
A = 0.6328 ~~. After a cube be~ splitter superi~oses 
the two be~s fro~the lasers, the bea=s pass through 
the sa=.e physical space in the fire. A first si~ple 
lens red~ces the di~eter of 1;he beams in the fire. , 
After a second le~s collects the transmitted liGht, an 
equilaterial pris:l. separates t~; two bea:::s. Each beac 

_passes thro~G~ ar.o1;her focusi~l lens and .a narrow band 
pass ~ilter, before it strikes a laser power ceter 
(!;e-.-po::-t Re search Corp., ::odel 820). T"ne bear:: splitter 
provides a second beam from each laser, ~T.ich is moni
tored as a reference intensity by the same prism-de
tector system. A PD?-ll/34 microcompucer stores the 
data, efter the output signals from the detector pass 
through a d.c. anplifier and a (Digital Equipment 
Corp.) ~~ll l6-channel, 10 bit, AID converter. A 
digi tal til!ler, with an adjustable period-, triggers 
the AID converter to read the output signals of the 
detectors. 

The liquid fueled wick and the solid fuel, are 
mounted in a s~all, vertical wall which is bolted to a 
milling table. The inert wall is rr.ade of l-!a::-inite-XL 
(Johns-I-!anville Co.), and its width and height are 
0.5 m. The wick, ceracic fiber board (Fiberfrax Hot 
Board, Carbor~~dum Co.), has its front surface flush 
lli th the inert wall surface. Hi th alunlinum foil 
around the hidden surfaces of the wick, the inert wall 
does not ~bsorb liquid fuel. 

Since·the_~ransmission of the laser beams varies 
greatly for the different fuels, wicks of different 
vidths are used as listed in Table 1. The !:lost fre
quently used wick sizes are 12 C!:l high and 15 C!:l or 
7 cm wide. The samples of p~~ are 15 cm high, 16 cm 
vide, and 1.27 cm thick. The dia=eter of the laser 
beaI:! in the fla~e limits the spatial resolution of the 
transrr~ssion measurement. For pathlengths of 16 cm 
and 7 cm the ~aximum beam width between points of 

l/e2 intensity is less than 0.4 mm and 0.3 mm, respec
tively. 

Since variations in temperature and species change 
the index of refra::tion in the direction normal to the 
fuel surface, the fire can deflect the laser beam. 
Toe e~~~ar def~ection of the beam in the combusting 
boun-:.ary layer is greater than the deflection in pool 
fires (5-8), due to the steeDer gradients of the 
species-and te~perature profiles in the boundary layer. 
This angular deflection changes the be~ pathlengths 
in the prism and if uncorrected can cause the beams to 
miss the detectors. Lens FL2 in Fig. 2 is used to 
minimize the bea~ move~ent relative to the prism and 
thus to the detectors. The position of lens FL2 
bisects the distance between the prism end the center 
of the-fire, which is set at four times the focal 
length of lens FL2. This arrange~ent projects an 
image of the be~ at the center of the fire onto the 
prisI:!. The small n;ove:::ent of the be!lr.l et the center 
of the fire then gives only s~ll move~ent at the prism. 

The deflection of the beam in the fire is ~easured 
for all the fuels. For liquid fuels the deflection 
does not decrease the spatiai resolution significantly 
except near the inner edge of the soot layer vhen the 
vidth of the vick is 15 cm. Therefore, data near the 
inner boundary of the soot layer are obtained from 
measure:::ents vith shorter pathlengths. Since the de
fl,ection of the beam is less for P;':l1A, a larg~r path
lencth of 16 c~ is ~sed. 

7:1C" di stenc'~ tC't;rC~:1 the 5u~er:i !;rroscd l::lser b(!~ws 
and the fuel surface is changed by mO'/ing the fire 
horizontally. A complete scan of the fire is obtained 
by adjusting the height of the wall between traverses. 

4 

After the ~uel is ignited, a sheet of pyrex gl~ss is 
placed in front of the fire about 0.25 m fro~ the ~uel 
surface to block disturbances frem air :::ove=ents in the 
rOO!:l. For liquid fuels the supply of fael in the '~ck 
gives a steady fla=e for about five minutes after a 
very short transient. This ti:::e period a.:lo;.rs one 
horizontal-scan, vith incre:::ents of ~ 0.4 ~, thrcugh 
the boundary- 1 aye::- each time the fire is ig::ited. At 
each positio~ the outputs of the detectors are re,,:3. 
300 cimes wichin a 6 second interval. After each 
horizontal scan the fire is extinguished, the do~~
streaI:! location or height is changed by lowerin; the 
~all and the vick is soaked vith fuel before the fire 
is reignited. 

The pathlength, L, is approxiI:lately 1 CI:! longer 
than the wick width. It is ceasured by placing a 
scale in front of the flame at the laser beam location. 
End effects may be neglected for these large L. The 
measured values of III for the two different wave-o _ 
lengths and L are used in the extinction analysis to 
calculate rand f. Data for more than one ;.rave-max v 
length pair may be used to isolate the correct value 
of r (4-8). max --

For p~.~ the fuel regression rate affects the 
beam distance from the fuel surface. The regression 
rate is !:leasured in a si~lar experi~ent by blocking 
the laser beams partially with the fuel surface. If 
the vertical wall re!:lains ·stationa:r/, the sur face of 
the pyrolyzing fuel slab recedes .and blocks a s~aller 
part of the laser beaI'.5. The regression rate is gi";e!l 
by the ratE; of the vertical \~:ul- has to be ~oved to 
maintain a constant reading of transI:litted intensity_ 
for the partially blocked beam. The regression rate 
was ~easured before and al~er each horizontal scan 
through the bo~~dary layer. A new sa=nle of P::·:,\ is 
burned for the transmission measurements at each 
height. 

Due to so~e unsteadiness in the fire, the posi
tions of the soot layer and the flane zone fluctuate. 
near the boundaries of the ·soot zone, a point at a 
fixed distance from the fuel surface spencs only part 
of the- time in the soot layer. Lik~;.rise, only a part 
of the pathlength of the laser beam ~y be in the 
soot layer at any ti~e. Since the ~ensured pachlength 
is the entire width of the fire, tr~~s~ssion ~easure
ments near a boundary may give too high a value of 
III, and therefore, a lower volume fraction of soot 

o 
than the true value. At the outer soot layer edge the 
portion of the beam in the soot layer is visible froe 
light ..... hich is scattered by the soot. While the 
measurements are cade, positions are noted where only 
a fraction of the beam is in the soot layer; At the 
inner boundary an increase in the experir.ental standard 
deviations of the volume fraction of sOvt and the cost 
probable radius occurs. On these bases data points are 
rejected where 0rv/fv > 0.4. The increase in the 

error bars in Figs. 3-6 at the soot layer bound~ries 
is largely due to these fluctuations. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Profiles of the volume fraction of soot are shown 
in Fig. 3 for five liquid fuels and P~:lI.A at a heiGht 
of 4 cm above the leading edge of the fuel surface. 
Results from at le~st two different horizontal sc~ns 
r~re sh:y"tn ;0:"' cC!.ch fuel. Lit:it2..-::,l.C:-:2, Gr~ :'f:;':!"o'l:;,ci::f~ 
tr.e s:J.r.:e fire ::!ecQu!1t' fo~' 7'::ost of th'~ scC'..tt!~:' ill "t.~;~ 

data. Table 1 lists values of soot volune fractions, 
the most probable radius, and total particle concentr~
tiom; at the peaks of these profiles. Since no si8ni -
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Fig. 3 Soot volume fractions, fv' as a function of 
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five liquid hydrocarbon fuels and Pl·l!{A. 
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ficant change in the data occurs for wicks of different 
vidths, errors due to the end effects are negligible •. 
The volume fraction of soot for toluene, an aromatic 
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Fig. 4 Soot volume fractions, fv' as a function of 

distance from fuel surface at different hei~~ts for 
a) n-heptane; b) cyclohexene; c) toluene. Wavelength 
pair numbers refer to Ai (Al = 0.4579 ~, 

A2 = 0.4880 ~, A3 = 0.5145 ~, A4 = 0.6328 ~m). 
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20 
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1-4 
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!"",~·:-:,s,'''· ~;1~, is exce;:.tiO:1a:ly :!.a!"ie. ?!"~·.-io-...:s stu'lies 
','!" ~.-jt. fC!'"7::1~ic:-.. :-.o.Ve f'.)lJ-~d t:-.. a~ c!"':)::3.:,:"c:s !£:?.ve an 

·..inusually la!"b~ sooti!lf: :'en:'e:".:'j~ (23).. 7.~e !"'ive 
;iquid fue:"s ... ·e!"~ i:1:1\,;.~'2d. i:: t~s:s :c"!" s=::ke ~~in~s 
by Cls.!"r:e, Eur:~pr, a::i G'J.!"::er (:0). 7":1ei~ rc....;,}:ine: 
of the fuels fc,:, the a..:::J:':';:':. of soot. forr.:'ltio:1 av-ees 
vith the data in Fi~. 3. 

PreviO'..:s I:".ea3u:-e::-,e::ts in s=s.ll pool !,ires (.!:.-~, 24) 
shov the vol~e !'ractic~ of scot at 2 c~ a~oye the 
.f~el surface for ?:·:t~, i.3o-octa!"le, o.:lc. toluene are 

-6 6 -6 1 8 -6 0.22 x 10 ,0.4 x 10 ,and 'l. x 10 ,respectively. 
The cool f:re results a.re t.~lc.~e.ge va:ues e.c:r-:,ss t~e 

fire~ it is interesting ~.~at ~hey lie bet~ee~ the 
~~xi~~ a:1c. ~ni=~" v'llues of the pro!'iles fo~~d here 
in free bou.'1da,:,1.· la·,e':'s. 

Figures La', b,' and c prese::t profiles of the 
volu::le fraction of soot at various heights a~ove the 
leading edge o!' the fuel surf~ce for n-nep:ane, cyclo
hexene, and toluene. Experi=ental standard de\~ations 
of fv are sho~~ by the error bars, which .. ere obtained 

from standard deviations in the extinction coefficients 
by standard statistical techniques (1). Error bars are 
omitted vnere they would cask trends. The increase in 
the soot vol~e fraction for n-heptane is large be
tveen the heii~ts of 2 ce ~~d 4 cm, but the amount of 
increase di.~oishes vith hei~1t. Unlike the results 
for n-hep~ane, ~he ~axi=~~ soot voluce fraction fo~ 
toluene does not change sic;nificantly bet;;een the 
hei&1ts of 2 cm and 4 c:: (comF~e Figs. 3 and 4c). 
The variation Q1' soot volu:::e fraction ..... ith height for 
cyclobexe:1e falls bet.~een the t;;o li~iting cases of 
n-heptane and toluene. As the heig:.t increases the 
outer edge of the soot layer follo;;s the blue flane 
zone 'avay from the fuel surface, a:1.d the vidth of the 
soot layer increases. At the lover hei~,ts t.he effects 
due to the o?posing p':'ocesses of fo~ation and oxida
tion of soot a':'e more apparent, causing sharply pea...\ed 
fv profiles. Fi~JIes 4a and c sho .. that soot particu-

late is fo~~d closer to the fuel surface for toluene 
than for n-heptane at a hei~~t of 2 ce. It is ~~clear 
if soot particles are fo~ed closer to the vall for 
toluene, because convectio:1. froo the hi¢.er concentra
tion of soot particles upstream ~~dens the soot leyer. 
The shape of the ;ro.!'ile for cyclohexene at a heir,ht of 
2 cm falls bet·.'een the tvo lid ting liquid-fuelec cases 
of n-heptane and toluene. Althou[h the position of the 
inner edge of the soot layer varies a=ong fuels, the 
location of the outer edge is approxi~ately the s~e 
for all the liquid fuels,~ Since the the~ophysics.l 
properties of these h:,d:'ocarbon fuels are si::ile':', 
as sbovn in Table 1, the location of the fla...~e zone 
is approxicately tile sane. The pee.i< of the profile 
shifts t01."ard the fuel surface relative to the edses 
of the soot layer ~'ith increasing hei&'1t for cyclo
hexene and toluene, .... hile the opposite trend is ob
served for the less soot fl~es. 

In Fig. 5 the profiles of soot vol~e fraction 
for. Pr.r·~ are' sho-.m at heig.'1ts of 4 cm nnd 10 cm above 
the leading ed~e of the fuel surface. The maximum in 
the profile increases only sliehtly vith height. Toe 
distance of the fle.=e zone from the fuel surface is 
less for p:,~,~ than the liquid fuels, and the distance. 
bet~een the peek of the pro.!'ile and the fuel surface 
recains approx:~tely constant .... ith height above 4 cm. 

For all the.fuels the cost probable radius. rcax ' 

is betveen 20 ~ and 50 r~, and the particle radii do 
Dot change sieniflcantly acro~s the soot layer. Fig. 6 
presents profiles of rcax at 2 cm and 10 em above the 

leading edge for cyclohexene. The sli~~t incr~ese of 
r

l
-.ax ~·ith heiC:~t is tj,?icc.l for the !'uds in this 

'stuc.::. Sic:lar resclts have been ottainec. in poo.!. 
fires (~-~). 
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CQ;iCLUSIO!lS 

Soot vol=e fractions e.nd size distributions have 
been n;easured ill a well che.racterized cOt".busting bound
ary layer in fre~ flow for five liquid fuels and P:,;:,:A. 
A soot region is observed at the fuel side of the fla::e 
front. The ranking of fuels by soot volu.:te fraction 
is preserved between small pool fires and the free 
lardnar combusting boundary layer. A previous ranking 

, of the fuels by their smoke ~oint also agrees with 
these measurements of soot .; )lume fractions. In the 
laminar boundary layer the soot volume fraction in'
creases with downstre~~ distance for all fuels, but 
for fuels with a high soot volume fraction the varia
tion is small. i·,'hen the width of the soot layer is 
con;pared for different liquid fuels near the leading 
edge, a more sooty fuel produces a wider soot layer; 
e.g. for n-heptane the soot region is observed to be 

·quite narrow. The convection of particles downstream 
widens ,the soot layer until, at a hei~,t of ~ 10 em 
above the fuel leading edge, the width of the soot 
layer is approximately constant for all the liquid 
fuels. The particle radii increase only very slightly 
with downstre~ distances for all the fuels tested. 

In the future, the well characterized nature of 
this radiating, combusting bounda.-y layer will permit 
analyses of the effects of the soot particulates of 
the complex interaction among: convection due to 
buoyant flew and thercophoretic forces, Brownian dif
fussion, fo~,ation, surface growth, and oxidation. 
Additional exp.e.·iments are planned in forced flow 
boundary layers with a wide range of free stream 
oXYGen concentrations. These data, along with com
putations of the velocity, species, and thercal field 
provide bases for soot formation modeling. 
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particulate carbon voluz::e/flame volume 

radiant intensity 

beam pathlength through fire 

effective latent heat of pyrolysis 

laser at ). 

cocplex index of refraction 

colecular ",eight of s;>ecies i 

real index of refrac~ion 

imaginary index of refraction 

N(r)dr particle concentration in the size range dr 
about r 

N total particle co~centrrrt:on 
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Q extinction efficiency 

heat of reaction per unit ~ss of oxygen 
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temperature 

cass fraction of species i 
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standard deviation 

extin~tion coefficient 
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1 first wavelength 
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